ABSTRACT

To address ambulatory care sensitive hospitalisations in heart failure (HF), we implemented a quality improvement initiative to reduce admissions and improve guideline-directed medical therapy (GDMT) prescription, through proactive integration of remote patient monitoring-home telehealth (RPM-HT) and pharmacist consultations. Each enrolled patient (n=38) was assigned an RPM-HT registered nurse (RN), cardiology licensed independent provider (provider), and, if referred, a clinical pharmacy specialist (pharmacist). The RN called patients weekly and for changes detected by RPM-HT, while the pharmacist worked to optimise GDMT. The RN and pharmacist communicated clinical status changes to the provider for expedited management. Process measures were the percentage of outbound RN weekly calls missed per enrolled patient; the weekly percentage of provider interventions missed; and the number of initiative-driven diuretic changes. Outcome measures included eligible GDMT medications prescribed, optimisation of those medications, and the pre–post difference in emergency department (ED) visits/hospitalisations. After a 4-week run-in period, RN weekly calls missed per enrolled patient decreased from a mean of 21.4% (weeks 5–15) to 10.2% (weeks 16–23). Weekly missed provider interventions decreased from a mean of 15.1% (weeks 1–15) to 3.4% (weeks 16–23), with special cause variation detected. The initiative resulted in 43 diuretic changes in 21 patients. Among 34 active patients, 65 ED visits (0.16 per person-month) occurred in 12 months pre intervention compared with 8 ED visits (0.04 per person-month) for 6 intervention months (p<0.001). Among 16 patients referred to pharmacist, the per cent of eligible GDMT medications prescribed increased by 17.1% (p<0.001); the number of patients receiving all eligible medications increased from 3 to 11 (p=0.008). Similarly, the per cent optimisation of GDMT doses increased by 25.3% (p<0.001), with the number of patients maximally optimised on GDMT increasing from 1 to 6 (p=0.06). We concluded that a cardiology, RPM-HT RN and pharmacist team improved prescription of GDMT and may have reduced HF admissions.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC

⇒ Optimal adoption of evidence-based approaches for managing heart failure (HF) have not been realised in many clinical settings, limiting their effect on reducing hospitalisations and morbidity.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS

⇒ A multicomponent HF programme that integrated remote monitoring-home telehealth, proactive weekly calls from nurses designed to detect early clinical changes and pharmacist consultations resulted in statistically significantly reduced readmissions and emergency department visits for patients enrolled in the programme compared with usual care pre intervention.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY

⇒ This multicomponent intervention reduced hospitalisations and improved guideline-directed medical therapy (GDMT) prescription and optimisation for patients enrolled in the initiative compared with usual care pre intervention. An integrated, interprofessional HF programme offers an effective pathway to increase prescription and optimisation of GDMT and reduce readmissions.

PROBLEM

Heart Failure (HF) is a leading cause of hospitalisations and readmissions among adults, with estimates of US$30.7 billion in 2012 total costs.¹ Hospital admissions for HF and other ambulatory care sensitive conditions have been used in national quality metric tracking.² Nationwide, the Veterans’ Health Administration (VA) has instituted clinical pharmacy specialists (pharmacists) and remote patient monitoring-home telehealth (RPM-HT) as two modalities for team-based care of patients at high risk of readmissions, including those with HF.³ ⁴ Pharmacist integration into VA primary care teams has focused on disease and
medication management including medication prescription and titration. RPM-HT provides in-home technology to monitor and wirelessly transmit patient vital sign data and patient transmitted answers to device-generated general health and symptom questions daily. An RPM-HT registered nurse care coordinator (RN) remotely monitors responses and calls patients if responses are outside ranges specified by the referring provider (‘a red alert’). Questions asked by the RN in these calls are not standardised nor systematically communicated to the referring clinician and alerts may not always be sensitive to key early changes in patients’ clinical status.

This quality improvement (QI) project aimed to implement enhanced team-based care coordination for patients with two or more admissions for HF in the past 365 days at VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System (VAGLAHS). We hypothesised that an interprofessional team integrating cardiology licensed independent providers (hereafter, providers), RN care coordinators and a pharmacist would provide improved HF care—including reduced HF admissions and improved HF medication management—compared with usual care. To our knowledge, until now, RPM-HT and pharmacy have not been integrated to provide an HF disease management programme, nor has RPM-HT been used for proactive outreach to high-risk patients prior to a red alert. Each enrolled patient was assigned a dedicated HF provider and RN; pharmacist was available if needed for referrals. Operationally, we aimed to have 20 enrolled patients actively transmitting RPM-HT data at least weekly within 5 months, and for patients with HF with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF) or mildly reduced ejection fraction, to increase by 50% the number of these patients optimised on guideline-directed medical therapy (GDMT).

BACKGROUND
Reducing readmissions using nurse or pharmacist-based postdischarge interventions has not regularly generated statistically significantly improved results when compared with control groups, although secondary outcomes may improve. By contrast, retrospective analyses of RPM-HT have shown declines in emergency department (ED) visits and hospitalisations. Additionally, periodic pharmacist telephonic counselling in high-risk non-adherent patients showed a statistically significant reduction in mortality (41% reduced mortality over 2 years, number needed to treat of 16 to prevent one death) and improved medication adherence. RPM-HT pharmacist integration in diabetics failed to demonstrate statistically significant reductions in haemoglobin A1c compared with control but did have higher achievement of A1c guideline goals and more antidiabetic drug changes.

BASELINE MEASUREMENT
Our review of the VAGLAHS electronic medical record (EMR) identified 55 patients meeting our inclusion criteria pre intervention of two or more VA hospital admissions with primary diagnosis of HF in the period from December 2019 to December 2020. Among these, three were already enrolled in RPM-HT. Four had died or moved, six lived in a nursing home, long-term acute care, or assisted living facility, and one had undergone heart transplant; these were excluded from further review. For the remaining 44 patients, we evaluated the cause of repeated admissions. One patient was actively experiencing homelessness and four previously experienced homelessness. Twenty-one patients had no consistent HF provider (eg, no visit in the EMR with a provider in the last 365 days, using the ED for HF care instead of outpatient appointments). Twenty-seven patients’ charts demonstrated medication concerns (eg, self-discontinuing HF medications; non-adherence; ED visits for medication refills; discharge summaries recommending resumption of GDMT post discharge without follow-up; discordant diuretic prescriptions from different providers leading to readmission). Fourteen patients’ charts noted that a lack of equipment for home blood pressure (BP) or weight monitoring potentially limited optimisation of their home HF regimen. The three categories of no consistent HF provider, medication concerns and lack of home monitoring equipment had considerable overlap in patients: twenty patients had two or more care gaps and nine patients had zero care gaps.

After pharmacist referral, we performed an EMR review to verify appropriateness of the referral process and baseline GDMT prescription. Pre intervention, 18.8% of patients (3 of 16) were found to be prescribed all eligible GDMT medications per evidence-based practice (on average prescribed 65.1% of eligible GDMT) and 6.3% of patients (1 of 16) were maximally optimised on prescribed GDMT (on average 52.5% optimised) (further details in Measurement section).

DESIGN
This QI project was conducted within a large urban VA medical centre and was determined to be non-research by the VAGLAHS Institutional Review Board. Patients were identified by querying the VA online ambulatory care sensitive condition dashboard, which lists all patients who have been admitted to a VA hospital with two or more admissions with a primary diagnosis of HF, with any ejection fraction, in the last 365 days. This dashboard does not identify patients who were admitted to non-VA hospitals, nor those that have been treated in the ED and not hospitalised.

We presented the above care gap analysis to local leadership in pharmacy, cardiology and RPM-HT, in addition to key stakeholders (providers, RNs and pharmacists). Stakeholders discussed logistics of the existing HF programme, including RPM-HT referrals, equipment delivery, coordination of patient remote transmissions and EMR documentation. We used stakeholder input to consider potential initiative workload and designed an integrated initiative to address all three care gaps above.
The consensus design included an assigned, consistent HF provider, an assigned, consistent RN for remote monitoring and care coordination, and a dedicated pharmacist (one half-day per week) for medication management and GDMT optimisation. The pharmacist received proctoring and training from one senior provider regarding workflow, patient medication titration, EMR documentation and evidence-based medication, nutrition and lifestyle counselling. The initiative’s conceptual goal was to redesign care to reduce HF admissions and improve GDMT prescribing for patients with two or more hospital admissions with a primary diagnosis of HF in the last 365 days.

We piloted the QI initiative with a subset of patients in order to streamline operational processes before increasing enrolment to all eligible patients. Patients were approached by the team and asked if they were willing to participate. Only patients who agreed to participate were included in the intervention. To refine the intervention during the pilot, we convened a workgroup consisting of two QI leads, the RN manager, three RN champions and the dedicated pharmacist. This workgroup met weekly to discuss operational elements including current workflow for RPM-HT patient responses, methods to standardise RN HF intake and follow-up questions to best assess HF clinical status.

RPM-HT’s programme is delivered traditionally as a passive approach, generally calling a patient if vital signs or answers to device-generated general health and symptom questions are outside specified ranges (‘red alert’). Red alerts may not always be sensitive to key early changes in patients’ clinical status, so the workgroup designed this initiative to instead provide a proactive approach to assessment.

The workgroup designed an EMR template to assess HF symptoms and related questions based on American Heart Association HF symptom tracker questions and related to published patient-reported outcome measures for HF. The template (online supplemental appendix 1) includes questions about HF symptoms, missed medications, appetite and a 24-hour dietary recall. The workgroup added RN-specific recommended interventions (online supplemental appendix 2) corresponding to template components. RNs called patients proactively weekly and asked the standardised HF template questions, in addition to calling using the template when a red alert occurred. The RN then systematically communicated any clinical status changes to the patient’s assigned provider. By detecting clinical changes early, the team aimed to prevent ambulatory care sensitive ED visits.

Similarly, the workgroup developed pharmacist-specific interventions focused on medications and GDMT (eg, medication reconciliation, education on medication indication and side effects, addressing adherence barriers, diet education, guidance surrounding salt and fluid restriction, medication organiser prescription, refill education, diet education counselling, lab ordering, review of laboratory data, medication renewal, mailing of expedited medications, evaluation of patient ability to open and read medication bottles, provision of non-safety caps on medication vials, and provision of tablet cutters).

**STRATEGY**

Table 1 details the initiative’s workflow. For patients with mobility limitations who could not stand up to take weight measurements, the team assessed the patient based on HF template answers. Patients could be disenrolled from the initiative on provider recommendation, if the patient was unreachable by the RN for 30 days, or if the patient was unable to transmit data at least weekly. Patients could be referred to the pharmacist for assistance with medication adherence, administration and dosage adjustments. The pharmacist conducted telephone visits with the patient, completed pharmacist-specific interventions and documented in the EMR with provider oversight.

The pilot began in January 2021; three eligible HF patients were newly referred to RPM-HT by providers. Initial feedback from RN champions was that intake calls and documentation were time-consuming (about 60–90 min). Thereafter, due to improved template familiarity and iterative template improvements, RN champions reported workload improvements (about 30–60 min total for intakes and 20–60 min total for weekly and red alert calls, which is about 5–15 min longer than that of non-HF patients). To accommodate the initiative’s workload, the RN manager capped each RN at seven HF initiative patients and allowed continued management of non-HF patients.

Starting in February 2021, the QI leads met with all 14 RPM-HT RNs (champions and non-champions) at VAGLAHS on a two times monthly basis to facilitate project uptake. The first meeting introduced the QI initiative and provided education about HF pathophysiology, symptoms and medication management using patient cases. The second meeting reintroduced the initiative, reviewed HF medication mechanisms of action and featured a 10 min verbal reflection from one RN champion on their pilot initiative experience. To expand the pilot, the RN manager asked for non-champion RN volunteers to participate in this initiative and be assigned patients. All 14 RNs participated in education and learning about the initiative. At each meeting, QI leads reviewed actively enrolled patients, answered questions, provided feedback and readjusted the HF template questions and workflow. Thereafter, eight RNs opted out of the initiative due to workload, leaving six RNs actively enrolling and managing patients. The QI leads also met with four providers every other month to inquire about eligible patients and address any challenges that arose.

Once the RPM-HT HF initiative started enrolling additional patients, the pharmacist component began (March 2021). One provider met with the pharmacist weekly to review the list of initiative patients referred to the pharmacist and discuss pharmacist patient consultations including pertinent RPM-HT notes, vital sign data, laboratory data and current GDMT. They collaborated
to prescribe and titrate GDMT; pharmacist notes were cosigned by the provider due to the pharmacist’s clinical level.

**MEASUREMENT**

We assessed three process measures using chart review. The first was the weekly percentage of outbound proactive RN calls per enrolled HF patient that were missed over time. If outbound calls failed to occur, we hypothesised we were not proactively identifying potential clinical status changes. The second process measure was the weekly percentage of clinically necessary provider interventions that were missed over time. EMR documentation served as the basis for determining whether intervention completion occurred. Reducing missed interventions was important because chart review revealed two pilot patient cases where timely provider interventions likely would have prevented an HF admission. KAL, QI lead/primary care internist who did not directly interact with initiative patients, identified missed provider interventions as those where a call to a patient was clinically warranted to address a change in vital sign or device/template question but either no intervention occurred, or no documentation of any intervention was made.

### Table 1: Quality improvement initiative workflow steps and description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workflow step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient identification</strong></td>
<td>Patients with two or more VA hospital admissions with a primary diagnosis of HF in the last 365 days are eligible for this initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiology provider assignment</td>
<td>Eligible patients are assigned to dedicated cardiologist provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrolment</td>
<td>Cardiology provider asks patient about their interest in enrolment in initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM-HT RN assignment</td>
<td>If the patient agrees, an RPM-HT referral is placed and an RPM-HT RN is assigned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline phone call</td>
<td>RPM-HT RN calls the patient, asks HF template questions for baseline and orders the wireless monitoring equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data transmissions</td>
<td>The patient sets up their equipment and starts wirelessly transmitting their vital sign data and answers the device-generated selection of general health and symptom questions daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proactive weekly calls</td>
<td>RPM-HT RN calls patient weekly, asks HF template questions and documents in EMR. Calls continue regardless of whether patient is continuously transmitting wireless data (eg, patient goes on vacation, is out of town, or has not received or been able to set up equipment yet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calls for red alert</td>
<td>RPM-HT RN calls patient when responses are outside ranges specified by the referring provider (a ‘red alert’), asks HF template questions and documents in EMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical changes communicated to provider</td>
<td>In weekly calls and red alerts, RN reviews and analyses the data and if there is a change in clinical status, formulates a clinical assessment and communicates that assessment to the cardiologist via a secure instant message or phone call in addition to an EMR note that includes the answers to the HF template questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider intervention</td>
<td>The cardiology provider reviews the information and triages whether an intervention is needed (eg, medication change to aid symptom resolution, call to send the patient to the ED or clinic, or decision that an intervention is not needed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical status resolution</td>
<td>The cardiologist provider notifies the patient and/or RPM-HT RN and documents their findings in the EMR, follow-up is continued until resolution of the clinical status change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral to HF pharmacist</td>
<td>Provider may refer enrolled patients to HF pharmacist for medication reconciliation, management and GDMT optimisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacist monitoring</td>
<td>The pharmacist monitors and assesses patient vital sign and weight data to help predict the patient’s volume status and determine the need for medication counselling and the candidacy for GDMT titration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacist phone calls</td>
<td>The calls the patient twice monthly and as needed for follow-up using a pharmacy-specific HF template that includes pharmacy-specific outcomes and interventions to document telephone calls with patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative decision-making with cardiology provider</td>
<td>The pharmacist and a designated cardiologist provider meet weekly to collaborate and discuss patient care and GDMT optimisation and changes for enrolled patients. All medication changes are collaboratively made with a cardiologist provider. The HF pharmacist also has the ability to meet the patient and join discussions with their cardiologist provider.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ED, emergency department; EMR, electronic medical record; GDMT, guideline-directed medical therapy; HF, heart failure; Pharmacist, clinical pharmacy specialist; Provider, licensed independent provider; RN, registered nurse; RPM-HT, remote patient monitoring—home telehealth; VA, veterans health administration.
Recorded missed provider interventions were corroborated by QI lead/provider (SSdP). To inform our root cause analysis, we followed up with individual providers to ask about reasons for missed interventions. The third process measure was the number of diuretic changes for enrolled HF patients attributed to RN and pharmacist calls.

Plan–Do–Study–Act (PDSA) cycles were used to evaluate weekly RN outbound call completion as well as completion of clinically necessary provider interventions. The first and second RN PDSA cycles aimed to decrease missed outbound RN calls. After RN training was complete, RN PDSA 1 (week 4) made weekly outbound calls mandatory. During intervention week 15, RNs instituted RN PDSA 2, a reminder in their electronic RPM-HT system to call patients proactively weekly. Additionally, if the assigned RN was not working, the system would flag a covering RN to call the patient and use the HF template. Separately, one provider PDSA cycle (week 15) focused on missed provider interventions. QI leads reviewed the missed interventions and data up to week 15 with the providers that were part of the initiative to conduct a root cause analysis and verbally reminded providers to document their findings in the EMR.

There were six outcome measures. The first was a self-assessment by providers of the number of potential ED visits that might have been prevented because of provider, pharmacist or RN intervention. Several times over the course of the project, providers were asked the following question about patients currently under their management, ‘without your intervention was there more than a 50% chance that the patient would have ended up in the ED or been admitted to the hospital?’ The second outcome measure, evaluated via chart review, was the difference in ED visits or hospitalisations per person-month pre intervention versus post intervention for HF initiative patients currently using RPM-HT, using negative binomial regression in STATA. For patients referred to the pharmacist with HFREF or mildly reduced ejection fraction, we calculated four outcome measures all via chart review using a pre–post comparison: the overall average percentage of eligible GDMT medications prescribed; the percentage of patients prescribed all eligible GDMT medications; the overall average percentage of GDMT optimisation; and the percentage of patients maximally optimised on GDMT. Percentage of patients prescribed all eligible GDMT was calculated as the number of GDMT medications each patient was prescribed divided by the total number of GDMT medications each patient was eligible for. For example, a patient with HFREF prescribed carvedilol, sacubitril/valsartan and spironolactone but not empagliflozin is prescribed three out of four GDMT medications or 75% of their eligible GDMT. Percentage of patients maximally optimised on GDMT was calculated by assigning medications a percentage optimisation for each dose (online supplemental appendix 3). Under the ACE inhibitor/angiotensin II receptor blocker (ARB)/angiotensin receptor–neprilysin inhibitor (ARNI) category, patients on ACE/ARB were considered optimised only if the patient had failed ARNI or had a documented contraindication. For example, a patient with HFREF prescribed carvedilol 3.125 mg two times per day, sacubitril/valsartan 97/103 mg two times per day and spironolactone 25 mg daily, but not empagliflozin has a 56.3% GDMT optimisation (25%+100%+100%+0% divided by four eligible medications).

We used descriptive statistics to evaluate our measures. Using a p-type control chart in Microsoft Excel, we plotted the weekly percentage of outbound RN calls (using the new HF template) missed per enrolled patient. Weeks 1–4 were a run-in period, so we calculated a mean for weeks 5–15 (RN PDSA 1) and split this from the mean for weeks 16–23 (RN PDSA 2).13–15 A separate p-type control chart plotted the percentage of clinically necessary provider interventions missed over time with data split into two periods; a mean calculated for weeks 1–15 (baseline) and a mean for weeks 16–23 (provider PDSA 1). Special cause variation was assessed.13 We split the mean in both charts to examine changes from PDSA cycles. Upper and lower control limits were based on three SD above or below the mean incorporating the sample size for each period.13 14 For our four pharmacy measures, McNemar’s exact significance test was used for dichotomous variables and a paired t-test was used for continuous variables.

**RESULTS**

From February to July 2021 of 58 patients with two or more HF admissions, 41 RPM-HT referrals were placed successfully, and patients were assigned a dedicated provider; the remaining 17 patients declined participation in this initiative. Three patients received their devices but were unable to set them up due to life stressors, leaving 38 patients who transmitted their vital signs and device questions successfully for at least 1 week. As of July 2021, 30 patients were actively transmitting weekly. RNs used the new HF template to document symptoms in more than 385 different notes. The initiative resulted in 43 provider-initiated diuretic changes in 21 patients and 9 pharmacist-initiated diuretic changes in 6 patients. The initiative resulted in 43 provider-initiated diuretic changes in 21 patients and 9 pharmacist-initiated diuretic changes in 6 patients. Of the pharmacist-initiated diuretic changes, five increased dosage, one decreased dosage, one restarted a patient-discontinued medication, one changed medication type and one held a medication. The pharmacist made 13 total non-diuretic medication changes, of which 5 increased doses, 2 corrected doses, 3 restarted a patient-discontinued medication, 1 changed medication type, 1 added a medication (empagliflozin) and 1 held a medication. Providers made 23 total non-diuretic medication changes. There were 23 total non-diuretic medication changes by providers. In four cases (four patients), providers referred patients to the ED.

As seen in figure 1A,B, there was a decrease in missed outbound RN calls per enrolled patient over time, with

As seen in figure 2A,B, there was a decrease in missed provider interventions per total clinically necessary provider interventions, with a decrease in the mean from 21.4% (RN PDSA 1: weeks 5–15) to 10.2% (RN PDSA 2: weeks 16–23). Special cause variation was not found.

Patients maximally optimised on GDMT
Over 5 months of intervention, providers’ self-assessment was that 26 ED visits might have been prevented because of their interventions. Examples included diuretic titration
after non-VAGLAHS hospital admissions, diuretic titration after dietary indiscretion, provider counselling to resume diuretics after patient self-discontinuation, discontinuation of BP medication in the setting of side effects from empagliflozin and other medications, and a provider finding that an assisted living facility administered the wrong dose of diuretic daily after hospital discharge. In all these cases, providers and RNs collaborated to follow-up with patients to ensure resolution of clinical status changes.

To evaluate whether there was a statistically significant difference in ED visits pre intervention vs post intervention, for the 34 HF initiative patients actively using RPM-HT, 65 ED visits (0.16 ED visits per person-month) occurred in the 12 months pre intervention, compared with 8 ED visits (0.04 ED visits per person-month) for the 6 months of intervention. Pre intervention, 61 ED visits (93.8%) resulted in admission; post intervention, all 8 ED visits (100%) resulted in admission. There was a 75% decrease in ED visits or hospitalisations post intervention compared with pre intervention (p<0.001).

Sixteen patients with HFrEF or mildly reduced ejection fraction were referred to the pharmacist. Pre intervention, 18.8% of patients (3 of 16) were prescribed all eligible GDMT medications. At 20 weeks of intervention, this had increased to 68.8% (11 of 16) (p=0.005 for pre–post comparison, using McNemar’s test). Pre intervention, patients were prescribed an average of 65.1% of eligible GDMT medications. At 20 weeks of intervention, this increased to 85.9% (p=0.001 for pre–post comparison, using paired t-test). Pre intervention, 6.3% of patients (1 of 16) were maximally optimised on prescribed GDMT. At 20 weeks of intervention, this had increased to 37.5% (6 of 16) (p=0.03 for pre–post comparison, using McNemar’s test). Pre intervention, patients were on average 52.5% optimised on GDMT. At 20 weeks of intervention, this had increased to 77.8% (p=0.001 for pre–post comparison, using paired t-test).

Lessons and limitations

Integrating RPM-HT and pharmacist consultations into an HF-specific disease management programme is a unique feature of this initiative, in addition to the proactive weekly calls designed to detect early clinical status changes; both of these innovations contributed to our success. We achieved our aims by enrolling over 30 patients who actively transmitted RPM-HT data weekly within 5 months, and by increasing more than 50% the number of HFrEF patients maximally optimised on GDMT. Statistically significantly reduced HF admissions and ED visits for patients enrolled in the initiative compared with usual care pre-intervention demonstrates the potential financial savings for this project. Optimal adoption of GDMT has not been realised in many clinical settings limiting its potential benefits on morbidity and mortality; this study offers a pathway to increase prescription and optimisation of GDMT.17

Involving all RNs in training was essential to keep missed weekly outbound calls low, so that covering RNs understood the workflow and could call patients proactively using the template weekly (when flagged by the electronic system after RN PDSA 2). Stressing the importance of missed interventions to providers and going through root cause analyses of missed interventions together helped emphasise that intervening on RPM-HT clinical status changes (eg, sending a patient to the ED, making a medication change, or reassuring the patient/RN that the clinical status change did not warrant an intervention) could help improve patient care. As a result, this relatively low-reliability reminder actually decreased missed provider interventions.

Early stakeholder engagement allowed us to develop an HF-specific template that targeted provider needs and to redesign RN workflow to facilitate weekly phone calls accompanied by rapid, proactive, systematic communication of any clinical status changes to the patient’s provider. RNs asked if they could use the HF template for all their patients with HF, not just those enrolled in the initiative, reflecting template utility. RN and pharmacist-specific interventions helped team members share responsibility for medication titration and HF counselling. An RN said, ‘This [initiative] has really helped us excel as nurses and be more confident in ourselves. I think we are actually helping them [patients], and they are getting to trust us and be more honest with us’. The proactive weekly phone calls may have increased the quality of the patient–RN relationship, allowing the RN to more effectively collaborate with the provider to intervene when a clinical status change occurred. Providers reported improved workload as a result of the initiative, ‘This is helping me a lot. I am now spacing out my patient appointments from once a week to once every two weeks and I’m more comfortable doing phone appointments because I have the blood pressure, heart rate and the template and I can trust the information is reliable’. The initiative’s focus on engaging RN champions and pharmacist proctoring resulted in a number of staff promotions. The team consistently reported enthusiasm about the initiative and feeling aligned in the mission to improve HF care for patients. Patients overall reported positive experiences with the initiative. One provider reported improved collaboration with her patient’s adult children around changes in symptoms, ‘My patient’s son is really happy because [RPM-HT] is bridging the gap. Overall things are going really well’. One patient requested more frequent phone calls from the pharmacist as he felt the follow-up kept him on track with his medications.

Limitations include the non-randomised nature of this pilot study and the lack of a concurrent control group; a true decrease in HF readmissions cannot be attributed solely to this initiative and may be a result of regression to the mean. The RNs and pharmacist focused on both medication and lifestyle factors of HF management; however, a dietitian was not involved, which could improve dietary education. Future counselling protocols could include physical activity. This initiative brings up ethical considerations of resource allocation due to its focus on devoting higher care intensity to a small number of patients.

The initiative has been sustained beyond the collection of data for this manuscript due to leadership support for re-engineering teams to work at the top of their license and work together to decrease ambulatory care sensitive ED
visits and improve care. This initiative has been expanded to accept HF patients being discharged from the ED and from the hospital. Prior research has indicated possible reductions in readmissions as a result of postdischarge telemonitoring.18 Our ED and inpatient teams have indicated an ability to discharge patients sooner due to the close outpatient follow-up and reliable team structure provided by this programme. An HF hub was created for this programme expansion where RNs are only assigned HF patients and have fewer patients assigned to them because of the increased workload. The RN workload is an important consideration and should be seen as a balancing measure to ensure sustainability of this programme. Replication of these results will likely most easily be facilitated in an integrated delivery system that can incorporate some version of RPM-HT and pharmacist consultations.

CONCLUSIONS

We hypothesised that an interprofessional cardiology, RPM-HT RN and pharmacist team would provide improved HF care—this hypothesis was verified through statistically significantly reduced HF admissions and improved GDMT prescription and optimisation for patients enrolled in the initiative compared with usual care pre intervention.
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